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Are You an Ice Cream Diva?
Passion. Pleasure. Power. All are attributes of a true diva.
And if your passion is for indulging in the pleasure of premium ice creams, more power to you. No need to
deny it any longer—you may indeed be an Ice Cream Diva.
Check the statements below that describe you to discover if your indulgences have achieved operatic
proportions:
The Consumer Diva
__ You never hesitate when deciding between rich Peanut Butter Panic with its fudge swirls and luscious
Double Strawberry ice creams. You buy both!
__ You think nothing of driving a half hour to pick up a supply of Triple Raspberry Temptation if your
neighborhood grocery store is out of it.
__ You believe you can never have too many shoes in your closet or too many flavors of ice cream in your
freezer. After all, you never know what you'll be in the mood for on any given day.
The Social Diva
__ You serve your guests dessert samplers showcasing an array of ice creams. Bordeaux Cherry
Chocolate, Pistachio Almond, Homemade Turtle Sundae — or any delectable combination is your idea of
the perfect end to a lovely meal.
__ You vow that lips that don’t touch yummy, creamy, frosty treats will never touch yours. Life's too short
to spend time with someone who doesn't appreciate the taste sensation that is ice cream.
__ You bring the regal Exquisite Mint to ice cream socials. As a queen of frozen gratifications, you reserve
the right to relish every scoop.
The Decadent Diva
__ You hold the view that a day without ice cream is like a day without flashing your vibrant smile. Sure it
can be done, but why bother getting up in the morning.
__ You occasionally substitute slightly melted Vanilla Bean ice cream for milk with your morning bowl of
cereal. Such a scrumptious breakfast beats coffee and toast.
__ You think nothing of topping your Chocolate Bunny Tracks ice cream with more caramel and fudge —
and then crowning with whipped cream and a cherry. “Excess” is not a dirty word in your vocabulary.
Rate a Diva:
• If you checked 1 to 3 statements: You need a little more Diva-tude and ice cream in your
life.
• If you checked 4 to 6 statements: You’re an Ice Cream Diva waiting in the wings.
• If you checked 7 to 9 statements: Viva la Ice Cream Diva!
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